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Game control device equipped with pressure sensitive conductive rubber switch

(21) Utility Model Application: S60-172995 (65) Publication S62-82090

(22) Filing Date: November 12, 1985 (43) S62 May 26, 1987

Yasushi KAWASHIMA

Katsuhiko KANAMORI

Yasushi HATTORI

Masahito KANEKO

Yokohama Rubber Co., Ltd.

Shinichi OGAWA, Patent Attorney

NobuhikoKAMI

1-28-1 Minamihara, Hiratsuka-shi, Kanagawa-ken

2432-2 Shinorrriya, Hiratsuka-shi, Kanagawa-ken

5-36-5 Inamuragasaki, Kamakura-shi, Kanagawa-ken

1-28-1 Minamihara, Hiratsuka-shi, Kanagawa-ken

5-36-1 1 Shinbashi, Minato-ku, Tokyo

and 2 others

Utility Model Publication S53-28325 (JP, Y2)

|57} Scope of Registered Utility Model Claims

A game control device for a personal computer equipped with a pressure

sensitive conductive rubber switch, wherein a pressure sensitive rubber is used

whose resistance value changes with the pressing force on the switch of the

above game control device and an output circuit is provided which, along with

connecting a variable frequency oscillation circuit to this pressure sensitive

conductive rubber, is controlled by this oscillation circuit

Detailed Description of the Device

[Industrial Field of Application]

This device pertains to a game control device equipped with a pressure

sensitive conductive rubber switch whose resistance value changes with pressing

force, and more particularly, relates to game control device that enables a switch

in a device for game control in personal computers or game computers to freely

control the opening and closing cycle of signals sent to the computer by that

pressing force.

(Prior Art]

In the past, for example, a computer game controller would consist of one

or two On/Offswitches and two groups of variable resistors, with the output of

the variable resistors being used for cursor movements and the signals of the

On/OfT switch being used in the firing ofmissiles or pistols in a TV game.

The functions of this On/Offswitch were simplistic because it would turn

on only once ifpressed once, and it was a drawback when someone wanted to

launch a missile.

[Purpose of die Device]

Because it was conceived with a focus on such existing problems, an

object of this device is to provide a game control device equipped with a

pressure sensitive conductive rubber switch that is able to elevate the appeal of

the game by designing a switch for a computer game controller so that it is

capable ofopening and closing an output circuit with a given frequency by

utilizing a variable frequency oscillation circuit with pressure sensitive

conductive rubber.

[Constitution ofthe Device]

This device, in a game control device used in a personal computer for

achieving the aforementioned object, is one whose essential element consists of

using pressure sensitive rubber whose resistance value changes with the pressing

force on the switch ofthe above game control device and equipping it with an

output circuit which, along with connecting a variable frequency oscillation

circuit to this pressure sensitive conductive rubber, is controlled by this

oscillation circuit

[Embodiment ofthe Device]

We will explain an embodiment of this device on the basis of the attached

drawings below.
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(2) Publication of Utility Model Application Hl-40545

3

Fig. I shows an example of the circuit diagram for tins device, in which I is

a resistor, 2 is a capacitor, 3 is a switch using pressure sensitive conductive

rubber (as in, for example. Published Examined Application No. S56-9187

or Published Examined Application No. S56-540 1 9) whose resistance

changes with pressing force, 4 is an IC such as a NAND circuit, and variable

frequency oscillation circuit 10 b constituted by each ofthese elements. In

addition, 5 fa a relay drive transistor and 6 is a reby (in the output circuit)

controlled by the above variable frequency oscillation circuit 10 (output

circuit).

The oscillation frequency ofthe above variable frequency oscillation

circuit 10 is then d*temiroed by the resistance value ofthe pressure sensitive

conductive rubber switch 3 and the capacity ofcapacitor 2.

As described above, the output from the above oscillation circuit 10 is

switched by transistor 5, and relay 6 is driven.

Accordingly, if the resistance ofthe pressure sensitive conductive

rubber switch 3 is changed by the pressing force, the oscillation frequency of

oscillation circuit 10 changes and the opening and closing cycle of the relay

can be adjusted at wilL

Next, Fig. 2 is a block figure of this device in which A is an

oscillation circuit, B is the drive circuit for controlling the signal output, and

C fa an output circuit such as a relay that is operated by the drive circuit B

and signals from here are transmitted to the computer.

Thus, if the opening and closing of this relay 6 fa used for the game

controller switch, the user will be able to control the cycle ofopening and

closing signals via the computer at will

In Fig. 3, we illustrate an example of a structural diagram

4

when the embodiment of this device fa used as an actual game controller

switch. Here, pressure sensitive conductive rubber switch 3, oscillation

circuit 10, and a relay 6 arc incorporated into the casing 12 ofgame

controller 1 and are connected to computer 13 to perform the above

operations.

[Effect of the Device]

Because mis device utilizes a pressure sensitive conductive rubber

whose resistance value changes with pressing force in a game control device

for a personal computer and is provided with an output circuit which, along

with connecting a variable frequency oscillation circuit to this pressure

sensitive conductive rubber, is controlled by this oscillation circuit in the

manner described above, the opening and closing cycle ofthe switch signal

ofa game controller can be freely controlled by pressing force from the

finger ofthe user, so it will allow the use ofnew techniques in playing

computer games and elevate the appeal of the games. Additionally, with the

development ofa new controller, the development ofnew software will also

become possible.

Brief Explanation of Drawings

Fig. 1 is a control circuit diagram in which this device has been

implemented, Fig. 2 is a block diagram of this device, and Fig. 3 is an

outline configuration diagram in which this device is implemented in the

casing on a game control device.

3 pressure sensitive conductive rubber switch; 6 reby

(output circuit); 10 oscillation circuit; 1 1 game controller.

Fig. I
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Fig. 2
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A C

[Callouts:]

[top middle] Game controller

A - Oscillation circuit

B - Drive circuit

C - Output circuit

[right] To computers

Fig. 3

i

[Callouts:]

[top] Pressing force
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Translation Certificate of Accuracy

57031
Klarquist Sparkman, LLP
JP 1-40545_English.doc: Japanese-English patent translation

The above referenced document has been translated accurately, completely and reliably, and

reviewed for cultural appropriateness by two qualified translators—one to translate and one to

edit. No additions or deletions have occurred that would change the context of the source

language message; content has not been altered or misrepresented; specific industry terminology

has been used throughout; the reading level (linguistic register) of the original document has

been maintained; and if adaptation of the reading level has been requested, target text has been

adapted following Client's instructions.

The translators translating the materials have professional translation experience, full fluency in

the target language of the materials, the ability to read and understand the source language,

knowledge and experience with the cu)ture(s) of the intended audience, and adequate knowledge

of the subject matter.

This Certificate of Accuracy is hereby issued within the limits set forth by NetworkOmni's Terms
and Conditions. The signing representative acknowledges that the information related to the

above referenced document is privileged and confidential communication, and that reproduction

of said materials is strictly prohibited without written authorization.

Tashia Stone

Printed Name of Certifying Representative Signature

Sr. Translation Project Manager November 27, 2006
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